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More on: Sub-Saharan Africa Political and Nigeria Government's Election and Nigerian Society Vote high concerns about approaching the February 14 national elections. The country's political class is fragmented, oil prices are falling, Nigeria's currency has devaluated, and the Lagos stock exchange is in the doldrums. The insurgents calling Boko Haram appear to be finding
strength. Under such circumstances, some will express nostalgia for the 2011 elections, in which sitting President Goodluck Jonathan was elected, defeat Muhammadu Buhari. (Elected Vice-President in 2007, Jonathan initially became president in 2010 over the death of President Umaru Yar'Adua.) At that time, international observers proclaimed the elections as a dramatic
improvement over those of 2007 (a low). But in many ways, the 2011 elections set the scene for the current national crisis. Nigerian governance under civilian rule has been characterised by the change of power between the Muslim north predominantly and the predominantly southern Christian. Though insisting the ruling Democratic People's Party (PDP), power change was a
matter of practice, not by law. In 2011, he turned northward. Jonathan's decision to flee, and his next victory, broke out of the shared power principle, contributing to many strangers to the north. As of 2015, the two presidential candidates in 2011 were the Christian Jonathan and Buhari's Muslim opponents. The campaigns have been dissolved by calls of ethnic and religious
identity. Buhari won all states to predominately Muslims, Jonathan Won the rest (with an exception). So the election results you lost bifurcated the country between a northern Muslim and a Southern Christian. Nigeria's constitution requires a successful presidential candidate to win 50 percent more a vote at the total cast. It also requires the kandika success to win 25 percent of the
vote in two-thirds of state. Otherwise, there's a possibly between the two top candidates. Since the establishment of civil rule, there hasn't been any inconsistent presidential defeat, and has never had a run-off. Rigging has long been a hallmark of the Nigerian elections. In 2011, it was less obvious. Polling was better than it had more polling stations open on time and supplied with
votes than ever before. However, the ballot box thing remains. Nigerian civil organizations have seen electoral fraud at the cola stations, where individual voting station results cooperate. In 2011, the goal of the rigid appears to have been assured that Jonathan met the two constitutional requirements for electoral victory. When Jonathan Isaro's victory was announced in 2011,
there were riots in the north, accompanied by the largest blood flow since the 1967-70 Civil War. Initially the riots appeared against those of the Islamist establishments who supported Jonathan's candidate, and later dwindles in ethnic and religious rights. In 2015, again pie they compete Jonathan against Buhari. This time, however, is the fractured political class, making elections
rigid more difficult as a practical issue. There is anecdotal evidence that, once again, has appeal to ethnic and religious identity. Accordingly, the results of 2015 are not fore-ordained, as they were in previous elections. In this sense, the 2015 elections are real in a way the elections have not been in the past. Wild cards include how elections will happen in three states under a
state of emergency and how esteemed a million people internment move they can vote. Then there are the refugees in Carroon, Chad, and Niger. In the past, those populations might support Buhari, but if they can't vote, Jonathan can win an advantage. On the other hand, many observers are shocked by what seems to be spread of support for Buhari in areas outside the north.
No matter which candidate declares the winner, there would seem to be many discharge for the loss to reject the results. Subconsecuting, concerns about the upcoming election are not moving forward. More on: Sub-Saharan Political Africa and Nigeria Government Election and Voting European Civil Society Election Observation Mission: 20111 General Election - Foundation for
further ABUJA democratic development, 31 May 2011 - The legal foundation, overall performance of the Independent National Electoral Commission and of other interests given for the general election of 2011 is a general democratic foundation for further democratic development in accordance with international principles and international instruments being ratified by the Federal
Republic of Nigeria said the Chief Observer of the European Union Observation Mission (EUOM), Alojz Peter, during presentation Missionʼs final meeting in Abuja on Tuesday. Accordingly, in general the 2011 elections mark a significant improvement compared with all votes observed previously by the European Union in Nigeria. However, short comings have been noticed and
identifying elements that need to be improved, added Peter. In total the EWOpeian Union presented 50 recommendations to improve the legal framework, Election Administration, Voter Registration, Political Party, Voter Education, Media, Human Rights, Women's Participation in the Electoral Process, Petition and Appeal, Polling and Collation, and Tracking and Public Support.
Positively the EWOpeian Union noted that Nigeria had implemented several recommendations suggested by the 2007 EOM and the 2008 Electoral Reform Committeeʼs (ERC) report. The Constitution as well as relevant laws have been amended to issues that have affected the quality and credibility of the 2007 general elections. Regrettably, the amendments failed to present
some of ERCʼs's recommendations, such as the independent appointment of the INEC President and Electoral Commissioner (REC), the establishment of an electoral The Commission, an Enrollment and Regulatory Policy Party, and the independent candio provisions run for office. He recommended that these issues be addressed to future reforms of the legislature's framework,
said Peter. Although INEC is regarded as a critical credit voter in building elector confidence and delivering transparent and genuine elections, the administration admits problems everywhere with this key document, stated the Chief Observer. Peter Turner: For example the large number of registered voters was a phenomenon that became clearly visible during election days,
particularly in the northern areas of Nigeria. There is no doubt that some communities have made certain to include citizens who are not eligible on the roll, unlike the 2010 Electoral Law (as amended) and inEC instructions. Furthermore, in many cases the National Youth Service Copying MemberShip Registration exercise was put under pressure to allow the inclusion of possible
registrants. INECʼs have repeatedly called for traditional leaders to help heal this problem by being made available. In general, the EWOpeian Union noted implementation of policies and procedures by INEC structures in the field, unlike INEC instructions. Examples include the paper display of sheets results at all levels with simultaneous accreditation and voting of many voting
units throughout the country on all election day. This confirmed a lack of control by the INEC headquarters in their efforts to implement electoral procedures consistently and could be improved by weather, adequate training and effective communication at the InEC Headquarters. Addressing the number of rejected votes the chief observer noted some public outreach activities to
educate voters. The deficit was observed especially in rural areas and in consideration of groups that could be smaller to participate like first-time voters, minority groups and women. An extensive education campaign and when voters are necessary for future elections. While the EWOpeian Union observed that 40 percent of staff and 36 percent of the presiding officers were
female, the proportion of women was substantially lower among collision officers. Women are still under-represented in the legislature and in the leadership structure. So far, no woman has been elected as Governor of Nigeria. The commitment expressed by the government to implement the National Gender Policy which provides for a minimum of 35 percent representation of
women at all levels of political participation, is positive and should be further reinforced, said Peter. The role of Civil Society organization, which played an important role in promoting the rule of law, adherence to election policies and encouragement of a generally processing and transparent electoral process must be regarded as positive, added the Chief Observer. Despite the
elections generally the violence in the North and Medium-Belt follow presidential office to be condemned and all those who opt to be brought to justice, highlight Peter. Note to Editor: The European Union's Election Mission (EUOM) was deployed in Nigeria from March 1, 21 May 2011 after an INEC invitation. The European Union is headed by Observer Chief Observer Alojz Peter,
a member of the European Parliament and 141 observers who have deployed all the United States and the Federal Capital Territory (FCT). Observers came from 27 European Union states, as well as from Norway and Switzerland. The EWOpeian Union observed the entire electoral process and in its findings were independent of any European Union institution or Member State.
The mission was kept by the Declaration of Principles for the Observation of International Elections and the Code of Conduct, as well as Nigerian laws. Law.
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